Sponsors

The Lethbridge Public Library, host of The
Word On The Street Festival, would like to thank
all our amazing Sponsors and Community
Partners who make this festival possible.

NATIONAL & REGIONAL SPONSORS

HEADLINE SPONSOR

STAGE SPONSORS

OPENING RECEPTION & GREEN ROOM SPONSORS

ADOPT AN AUTHOR SPONSORS
Alpine Drywall
CVS Midwest Tapes and Hoopla Digital
D.A. Building Systems
Friends of the Helen Schuler Nature Centre
Lethbridge Pride Fest
Nikkei Cultural Society

FESTIVAL FRIEND SPONSORS
ATCO Gas
Canadian Linen
Cupper’s Coffee and Tea
Event Rentals
Fineprints Screen Printing and Embroidery
Flaman Sales and Rentals
Gas King
Go West Media

Rocky Mountain Book Award
Southern Alberta Group for the Environment
Southern Alberta Language Assessment Services
Writers’ Union of Canada
U of L French Language Centre

Pink Tie Events
Quirk Magazine
Remax Real Estate
Sutton Group Lethbridge
U of L Bookstore
United Library Services
Walker’s Own Fruit

We acknowledge the financial support of the Government of Canada through the Canada Book Fund (CBF) for this project.

Welcome

It’s fall! While golden elm trees and autumn leaves surround
us, so does the spirit of learning, reading and books! Come and
experience one of Southern Alberta’s largest outdoor festivals woven
around amazing author readings, live music performances, a bustling
marketplace and fun activities for the whole family.
This is the 7th year that the Lethbridge Public Library is
hosting The Word On The Street festival. Along with all
of the other sponsors and community partners, we
are proud to provide an opportunity for members
of our community to connect with reading
and literacy in a fun and
active way that showcases
Canadian authors and other
SPEC
IAL
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University of Lethbridge

Bookstore
Proud to be the official
bookseller of The Word On The
Street Festival

We are the bookstore for Everyone!
We have an extensive selection of
contemporary fiction, small press,
and children’s titles. We also carry
and eclectic mix of gifts for
everyone.
We believe in the power of the
written word, and that stories are
essential to building a community.

Bookstore Hours

M-F 8:30-4:30
Now open every Saturday 12-4

For Children & Families

Community Partners Activities
Find these vendors for activities and crafts.
Archeological Society: Excavation box and activity booklet
Centre for Oral History and Tradition: Learning oral history audio interviews
Chinook Arch Regional Library System: Personalized button making
Family Centre: Imaginative paper bag book making
Galt Museum: Crafts with a touch of history
Helen Schuler Nature Centre: Interactive nature activity about our seasons
Nikka Yuko: Lantern decorating and chopstick challenge s
Southern Alberta Art Gallery: Art activities for all ages
University of Lethbridge Art Gallery: Hands on activity putting words together
and drawing

You can also find:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explore the Physical Literacy Kits offered by the Lethbridge Public Library
Family scavenger hunts at the information booth that result in a prize bag
Open house and quiet time in the Children’s Department inside the Library
Japanese storytelling and drag queen storytelling also in the children’s department
Hoola Hoop demonstrations happening around the Festival
Presentation of the 2017 Rocky Mountain Book Award at 4:00 in the Able Dental Kids’ Corner

Take a Photo
with Clifford

Life-size
Where’s
Waldo
game
Face-Painting

The South Alberta Fetal Alcohol Spectrum
Disorder Network (SAFAN) is pleased to partner with the Word on the
Street Festival. SAFAN is committed to services respectful of individual,
family, culture, and community diversity from awareness and prevention,
through to diagnosis and individual and caregiver supports. We applaud
the commitment of Word on the Street to promoting literacy and a love of
learning to all community members, of all ability levels. Thank You!

Under The Nail Polish
By Tina Griffith

Disguised as a hypnotic love story, you will find murder,
deception, and interchangeable lovers. There are ghastly
dark secrets which need to be kept hidden, or what
ensues can be deadly. Be prepared though; you will
never be the same after you finish reading this story.

Amazon, Xlibris,
Barnes & Noble,
Chapters.Indigo

Words in Motion Stage

Tent Sponsored by
It’s easy to say all beginnings should start with an
interesting character in an interesting world with an
interesting problem but it’s a lot harder to put that on
the page. In this workshop, join author and teacher
Barbara Geiger to learn the elements of a successful
beginning while avoiding some of the common pitfalls, and
how to write the best beginning once the story is already finished.

11:15 Writing Engaging Beginnings

12:00 Writing Nuts and Bolts: Editors and
Publishers Talk Submissions

So you’ve written a book and want to get published—now what? Join us for a panel
discussion with editors and publishers about how to submit a manuscript or piece of
writing, and what to think about before you submit. Kelsey Attard (Freehand Books),
SM Beiko (ChiZine Publications), Robert Runté (Essential Edits). Moderator: Kelaine
Devine (Allied Arts Council of Lethbridge)

1:00

What Do Mystery Writers Read?

2:00

Killing it Softly: Found Poetry with Claöd

3:00

Blue Pencil Café Writing Critiques

When they aren’t plotting murders and felonies—all strictly fictional—what do mystery
writers themselves read? We have a panel of crime-writing sleuths assembled to help
you crack this case! Join Ian Hamilton, David Poulsen, D.K Stone, S.G. Wong, and
moderator Ian Hepher to find out more.
Join in a workshop where laziness, stealing and failure are part of the process as
you re-write poetry and prose gleaned from a variety of everyday sources. Toss a
chopped line or two in a hat, swap sentences with your pals, or “white out” text
from a used book, magazine or your own botched compositions. Re-contextualize
advertising into philosophical musings, create mock sentimental propaganda, or
compose a theoretical, silly, serious, political, meaningful, existential, sentimental,
sarcastic, stream of consciousness manifesto as you wish! “Bad” poetry friendly zone.
No prior experience necessary. Text may result in content some may find offensive
(such as adult themes). Materials supplied, but please bring anything you would like
to work with such as disgusting doctor’s office brochures, letters from ex-lovers,
instructions for D.I.Y. pancake mixes, etcetera.
Give your writing a boost with short on-the-spot critique from an established author or
editor! Our volunteers will provide fifteen minutes of critique and advice for one page of
writing. Sign up on festival day at the Information Booth, starting at 11:00. Spots are
available on a first-come, first-served basis.

Words and Pictures Stage

11:15 Panel One Presents:
Are Comics Real Literature?

Stage Sponsored by

There is a comic or graphic novel out there for you
and Panel One Comics Society is going to do their
best to prove it to you. We will share some of our
favourite titles with you, introduce you to some of
Alberta’s comics creators, and challenge you to a game to see if you can correctly
guess where quotes come from, a comic, or a “real book.” Featuring Eric Dyck, Erin
Millar, and other members of the Panel One Comics Society.

12:00 What To Do If A Cartoonist Moves Next Door

Comic strip storytellers live among you! What are some of the challenges and
rewards of creating comics about your neighbours and neighbourhood? Jerry
Firth (Neighbourhood Development Coordinator, City of Lethbridge) will guide a
conversation with Calgary’s Sam Hester (The 23rd Story) and Lethbridge’s Eric Dyck
(Slaughterhouse Slough) about writing comic stories in the place where you live, and
about the folks you live with.

1:00

Yen Press Talks Making Comics

2:00

RESIST! Independent Local Comics as a
Force for Social Change

What goes on behind the scenes to turn art and words into a book? How do artists
and publishers collaborate? Come join editor JuYoun Lee and author Svetlana
Chmakova to hear about how they work together to make comics for kids.

Calgary comics creator Sam Hester shares stories about writing autobiographical
comics in support of political and social issues. Sam will discuss her 2017
contribution to RESIST!, an American zine featuring the slogan, “Women’s Voices Will
Be Heard.”

3:00

Artists Talk Colouring Books

4:00

Comix Jam with Eric Dyck

Come and hear three Alberta artists talk about their experiences with the process
of making a colouring book, with Eric Dyck (Slaughterhouse Slough: The Colouring
Book), Halli Lilburn (Curiosities and Collections), and Ryan Jason Allen Willert
(Colouring It Forward – Discovering Blackfoot Nation Art and Wisdom).
Join local cartoonist, Eric Dyck of Slaughterhouse Slough, for a comix jam! This is
a collaborative drawing that allows many story-tellers to make contribututions to a
gradually-developing narrative; in other words, draw a panel and pass it on! Stop by to
read the stories, watch us draw, or sit down and join in!

Piikani Traditional Knowledge
Services Tipi
11:15 Tipi Set Up Demonstration

Tent Sponsored by

12:00 Storytelling with Blackfoot Elder
Francis First Charger
1:00

Blackfoot Language Lesson with
Beverly Hungry-Wolf

2:00

Pow Wow Drumming with
Jaron Weasel Bear

3:00

Métis Culture and History with Rod McLeod

Other Happenings
Able Dental Kids’ Corner Stage Storytime
11:15 - Celebrate a 40th birthday with us!

Our Storyteller’s-At-Large program, a partnered program with the University of Lethbridge
Applied Studies, has been sending trained storytellers into the Elementary schools in
Lethbridge for 40 years! We are SO proud! Come listen to STORYTELLERS and enjoy a
piece of birthday cake!

Children’s Department (inside)

1:00 -1:45 - Nikka Yuko Presents: Storytime with Tad and Tomo
Come listen to Tad Mitsui tell children Japanese folk stories such as Peach Boy and Tama the
station master cat. Tad will be joined by our own Nikka Yuko greeting neko mascot Tomo.

3:00 - 3:45 - Lethbridge Pride Fest Presents: Drag Queen Storytime For Everyone
Celebrate diversity and have a super fun time with Drag Queen Storytime, hosted by
Lethbridge Pride Fest! Meet our glamorous drag queen and king in the kids’ corner of the
Children’s Department, where they’ll be sharing stories, rhymes, and songs. All families
and friends are welcome to join us for this fabulous celebration! Presented by Molly Dooker
and friends.

Scavenger Hunt - All Day

Make sure to stop by the information booth in the marketplace to take part
in the Global News Scavenger Hunt. Find all the clues before the evening
news to get a prize! Suitable for all ages; prizes for adults, kids, and teens.
A picture is worth a thousand words. Take a snapshot of the festival and tweet it to @WOTS_
Lethbridge with #scavengerhunt2017 and be entered in for an extra prize draw!

Life-Sized Where’s Waldo

Life Sized Where’s Waldo is an interactive game for all ages! We will be searching for many
different living characters throughout the library and festival grounds from 2:00 - 3:00 to
attain their special signature! To play, meet at the giant gold “4” at 2:00 (late entry is okay!).
There will be a winner in the adult, teenager, and kids categories! See you at the “4!” Brought
to you by Cheers 4 Lethbridge.

Library

www.uleth.ca/library

...creating connections

The University of Lethbridge Library welcomes the community!

Did you know that you can...
borrow books with a community membership or your
Alberta Library Card?
access our unique and historical Digital Collections?
have on-site access to journals and newspapers?
use the guest wireless network for Internet access?

Centre for Oral History and Tradition
Storytelling Booth
Our storytelling booth at Word on the Street is an interactive and fun opportunity for children to interview family
members or friends. Oral historians will be on site to help guide children to do one-on-one, family history
interviews. This is a great activity to ignite your child's interest in their family history and the past!

What is Oral History?
Oral history is the collection of historical information through
interviews with people who have personal knowledge of past
events.

What is the COHT?
The Centre for Oral History & Tradition (COHT), located at the University of Lethbridge, seeks to further excellence in the
practice of oral history in our academic community and in southern Alberta. The COHT helps to identify, establish and
assist community oral history projects undertaken in southern Alberta. For more information about the COHT please
contact: coht@uleth.ca or visit: www.uleth.ca/research/centre-oral-history-and-tradition-coht
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Author Stage

Words in Motion
Stage

11:15-12:00

Sharon Butala
Where I Live Now

Clem and Olivier
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The Unravelling

Writing Engaging
Beginnings
- Barbara Geiger

David Pouls
And Then The
Exploded
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Bolts: Editors and
Publishers Talk
Submissions
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Joy Kogawa
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What Do Mystery
Writers Read?

Tom Ryan
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Heather O’Neill
The Lonely Hearts
Hotel

Lauralyn Chow
Paper Teeth

Killing it Softly:
Found Poetry
with Claöd

SM Beiko
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Ian Hamilton
The Couturier of Milan
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Storytellers At Large
Birthday Bash

3:00: Lethbridge Pride Fest Presents: Drag Queen Storytime For Everyone

Map

Food Vendors
1 Tacos del Oso Muerto
2 The Grateful Grill
3 Crepe Affair
4 Jackie’s Kitchen
5 West Winds Kettle Corn
6 Piggyback Poutinerie
7 The Tail-Gators
8 Blackfoot Canadian Cultural Society
Exhibitors
9 Canadian Blood Services
10 Zakka-Ya
U of L French Language Centre
Whetstone Magazine
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Bryant & Watson Duo

Junkman’s Quire
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Elder Francis First Charger
Opening Blessing
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There will also be
performances from the
Southern Alberta Ethnic
Association.
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15 Southern Alberta Art Gallery*
Canadian Union of Postal Workers
Jason Johnson
Leanne Overbeek
16 U of L Art Gallery*
Dream Write Publishing Ltd.
S.G. Wong
Laurel Deedrick-Mayne
17 Alberta Views Magazine
U of L Library
Alberta Magazine Publishers Association
Lethbridge Living Magazine
18 ARCHES
Galt Museum and Archives*
Essential Edits
19 Carrie Stanton
Helen Schuler Nature Centre*
ACFA Régionale de Lethbridge
20 Dream Wave Publishing Inc.
Tina Ruiz
Carol MacKay
Nikka Yuko Japanese Gardens*
21 Nisura Wright Imperial Crown
Distribution Co.
Khalifah I Whitner
Kindling Kindness
Elaine Unger-Pengilly
Archeological Society of Alberta*
22 Able Dental
23 Lethbridge Sport Council
24 Family Centre*
Performance Stages
A Able Dental Kids’ Corner Stage
B Friends of the LPL Words In Motion Stage
C Lethbridge Herald Author Stage
D Canadian Heritage Author Stage
E Piikani Traditional Knowledge Services Tipi
F Kapow! Words and Pictures Stage
G Scotiabank Teen Zone Stage
H B93 and Country 95 Music Stage
*Children’s Activity Vendors

Beyond Crimson

Kavanagh & Hepher

Karen Romanchuk

2:00 - 2:25 pm

2:30 - 3:15 pm

3:30 - 4:15 pm

The Courtyard Class
and Crew

1:30 - 1:55 pm

Featured Authors

Sharon Butala

Lethbridge Herald Author Stage 11:15-12:00 Book Signing: 12:00-12:45
Sharon Butala is an award-winning and bestselling author of both fiction and
nonfiction. Her classic book The Perfection of the Morning was a #1 bestseller and a
finalist for the Governor General’s Award. Fever, a short story collection, won the 1992
Authors’ Award for Paperback Fiction and was shortlisted for the Commonwealth
Writers’ Prize for best book (Canada and Caribbean region). Her latest novel, Wild
Rose, was published in 2015 and has been shortlisted for the W.O. Mitchell Book
Prize. Her most recent memoir, Where I Live Now, was an instant national bestseller.
Butala is a recipient of the Marian Engel Award, the Saskatchewan Order of Merit, and
the 2012 Cheryl and Henry Kloppenburg Award for Literary Excellence. In 2002 she
became an Officer of the Order of Canada. She lives in Calgary, Alberta.

Photo by Neil Speers

Where I Live Now An intimate and uplifting book about finding renewal and hope

through grief and loss. When Sharon Butala’s husband, Peter, died unexpectedly, she
found herself with no place to call home. Torn by grief and loss, she fled the ranchlands
of southwest Saskatchewan and moved to the city, leaving almost everything behind. A
lifetime of possessions was reduced to a few boxes of books, clothes, and keepsakes.
But a lifetime of experience went with her, and a limitless well of memory—of personal
failures, of a marriage that everybody said would not last but did, of the unbreakable
bonds of family. Often called one of this country’s true visionaries, Sharon Butala
shares her insights into the grieving process and reveals the small triumphs and funny
moments that kept her going. Where I Live Now is profound in its understanding of the
many homes women must build for themselves in a lifetime. sharonbutala.com

Svetlana Chmakova

Able Dental Kids’ Corner Stage 4:00-4:45 Book Signing: 3:00-3:45
Svetlana Chmakova is an internationally published, award-winning graphic novelist,
with over 10 published books and her work translated into over 13 languages.
Born and raised in Russia, she moved to Canada, Ontario, at 16 years old to finish
high school and then study Classical Animation at Sheridan College for 3 years.
Becoming a full-time artist and writer after that, Svetlana has drawn and written for
animation, how-to-draw books, toy designs, and most of all, comics and manga.
Her full-length manga series include the fan-favorite romantic comedy “Dramacon”,
the award-winning urban fantasy “Nightschool: The Weirn Books”, as well as the
manga adaptation of the NYT bestselling “Witch & Wizard” by James Patterson.
Svetlana’s current work is the critically-acclaimed and award-winning middle grade
graphic novel “Awkward”, as well as its follow-up “Brave”, published by Yen Press.

Brave In his daydreams, Jensen is the biggest hero that ever was, saving the world

and his friends on a daily basis. But his middle school reality is VERY different – math
is hard, getting along with friends is hard…Even finding a partner for the class
project is a big problem when you always get picked last. And the pressure’s on
even more once the school newspaper’s dynamic duo, Jenny and Akilah, draw
Jensen into the whirlwind of school news, social experiment projects, and behindthe-scenes club drama. Jensen’s always played the middle school game one
level at a time, but suddenly, someone’s cranked up the difficulty setting. Will
those daring daydreams of his finally work in his favor, or will he have to find
real solutions to his real life problems? The charming world of Berrybrook SPONSORED BY
Middle School gets a little bigger in this highly anticipated follow up to
Svetlana Chmakova’s award winning Awkward with a story about a boy
who learns his own way of being Brave! svetlania.com

SPONSORED BY

Louise Bernice Halfe

Canadian Heritage Author Stage 3:00-3:45

Book Signing: 4:00-4:45

Louise Bernice Halfe was born in Two Hills, Alberta, and was raised on the Saddle Lake
Reserve. Her Cree name is Sky Dancer. With the publication of Burning in this Midnight
Dream in April 2016, Louise has four book publications to her credit. Bear Bones &
Feathers was published in 1994. It received the Canadian People’s Poet Award, and was
a finalist for the Spirit of Saskatchewan Award. Blue Marrow was a finalist for the Governor
General’s Award for Poetry, the Pat Lowther Award, the Saskatchewan Book of the Year
Award, and the Saskatchewan Poetry Award. The Crooked Good was published in
2007. She was awarded third prize in the League of Canadian Poets’ national poetry contest
and was Saskatchewan’s Poet Laureate for 2005-2006. Louise has a Bachelor of Social
Work, and received an Honorary Degree of Letters (Ph. D) from Wilfred Laurier University. She
currently works with Elders in an organization called Opikinawasowin (“raising our children”). She
lives outside of Saskatoon with her husband.

Burning in this Midnight Dream Burning in this Midnight Dream is the latest

collection of poems by Louise Bernice Halfe. Many were written in response to the grim
tide of emotions, memories, dreams and nightmares that arose in her as the Truth and
Reconciliation process unfolded. With fearlessly wrought verse, Halfe describes how the
experience of the residential schools continues to haunt those who survive, and how the
effects pass like a virus from one generation to the next. She asks us to consider the
damage done to children taken from their families, to families mourning their children;
damage done to entire communities and to ancient cultures. Halfe’s poetic voice soars
in this incredibly moving collection as she digs deep to discover the root of her pain. Her
images, created from the natural world, reveal the spiritual strength of her culture.

Ian Hamilton

Lethbridge Herald Author Stage 3:00-3:45

Book Signing: 4:00-4:45

Ian Hamilton is the author of the Ava Lee series. The books have been
shortlisted for numerous prizes, including the Arthur Ellis Award, the Barry
Award, and the Lambda Literary Prize, and are national bestsellers. The
Water Rat of Wanchai was the winner of the Arthur Ellis Award for Best
First Novel and was named a best book of the year by Amazon.ca, the
Toronto Star, and Quill & Quire. BBC Culture named Hamilton one of the
ten mystery/crime writers from the last thirty years that should be on your
bookshelf. The series is being adapted for television.
The Couturier of Milan Ava attends London Fashion Week for the launch
of the PÖ fashion line, one of the major investments she and her partners
in the Three Sisters — May Ling Wong and Amanda Yee — have made
during the last year. With the exponential expansion of the luxury-brand
market in China, Ava and her partners are determined to see a young
Chinese designer break out in Europe and North America and they go
full out in London. ianhamiltonbooks.com
SPONSORED BY

Featured Authors

Joy Kogawa

Lethbridge Herald Author Stage 1:00-1:45

Book Signing: 2:00-2:45

Joy Kogawa, one of North America’s most celebrated writers, is the award-winning author of
three novels, seven collections of poetry and two books for children. Obasan, which the New
York Times called “a tour de force…brilliantly poetic in its sensibility,” continues to be taught
across North America, and the opera based on her children’s book Naomi’s Road has toured
in Canada and the United States. Kogawa has worked to educate Canadians about the history
of Japanese Canadians and is a long-time activist in the areas of peace and reconciliation. In
2010, the Japanese government honoured her with the Order of the Rising Sun.

Gently to Nagasaki Gently to Nagasaki is a spiritual pilgrimage, an exploration both
communal and intensely personal. Set in Vancouver and Toronto, the outposts of Slocan
and Coaldale, the streets of Nagasaki and the high mountains of Shikoku, Japan, it is also
an account of a remarkable life. As a child during WWII, Joy Kogawa was interned with
her family and thousands of other Japanese Canadians by the Canadian government.
Her acclaimed novel Obasan, based on that experience, brought her literary recognition
and played a critical role in the movement for redress. Kogawa knows what it means to
be classified as the enemy, and she seeks urgently to get beyond false and dangerous
distinctions of “us” and “them.” Interweaving the events of her own life with catastrophes
like the bombing of Nagasaki and the massacre by the Japanese imperial army at
Nanking, she wrestles with essential questions like good and evil, love and hate,
rage and forgiveness, determined above all to arrive at her own truths. Poetic and
unflinching, this is a long-awaited memoir from one of Canada’s most distinguished
literary elders. joykogawa.ca
SPONSORED BY

Heather O’Neill

Lethbridge Herald Author Stage 2:00-2:45

NIKKEI
CULTURAL
SOCIETY

Book Signing: 3:00-3:45

Heather O’Neill is a novelist, short story writer and essayist. Her work, which
includes Lullabies for Little Criminals, The Girl Who Was Saturday Night, and
Daydreams of Angels, has been shortlisted for the Governor General’s Award
for Fiction, the Orange Prize for Fiction and the Scotiabank Giller Prize in two
consecutive years, and has won CBC Canada Reads, the Paragraph Hugh
MacLennan Prize for Fiction and the Danuta Gleed Award. Born and raised in
Montreal, O’Neill lives there today with her daughter.
The Lonely Hearts Hotel Set in Montreal and New York between the
wars, a spellbinding story about two orphans whose unusual magnetism
and talent allow them to imagine a sensational future, from the bestselling,
two-time Scotiabank Giller Prize-shortlisted author. Exquisitely imagined
and hypnotically told, The Lonely Hearts Hotel is a love story with
the power of legend. Set in the early part of the 20th Century, it is
an unparalleled tale of charismatic pianos, invisible dance partners,
radicalized chorus girls, drug-addicted musicians, brooding clowns,
and an underworld whose fortune hinges on the price of a kiss. In
a landscape like this, it takes great creative gifts to escape one’s
origins. It might also take true love.

Photo by Neil Speers

Barbara Reid

Able Dental Kids’ Corner Stage 1:00-1:45

Book Signing: 2:00-2:45

Barbara Reid is a critically acclaimed Canadian author and illustrator, well
known to children, parents, and teachers alike for her timeless stories and
vibrant Plasticine illustrations. Barb has received every major Canadian
children’s book award, including the Governor General’s Award. She was
also appointed to the Order of Canada in 2013. Barbara lives in Toronto,
Ontario.
Picture the Sky In this companion to the bestselling Picture a Tree,
Barbara Reid has us look up…way up. Wherever we may be, we share the
same sky. But every hour, every day, every season, whether in the city or the
forest, it is different. The sky tells many stories: in the weather, in the clouds,
in the stars, in the imagination. Renowned artist Barbara Reid brings her
unique vision to a new topic – the sky around us. In brilliant Plasticine
illustrations, she envisions the sky above and around us in all its moods.
Picture the sky. How do you feel? barbarareid.ca

David Alexander Robertson
Scotiabank Teen Zone 12:00-12:45

Book Signing: 1:00-1:45

David Alexander Robertson is an award-winning writer who has long been
an advocate for educating youth on Indigenous history and contemporary
issues. He has written several graphic novels, including the bestselling 7
Generations series and Sugar Falls. His first novel, The Evolution of Alice,
was winner of On the Same Page (2016). His bestselling children’s book,
When We Were Alone, received honourable mention for the Alcuin Society
Children’s Award and appears on CCBC Choices 2017 picture books for
school-age children best-of-the-year list. David lives in Winnipeg with his
wife and five children, where he works in the field of Indigenous education.
Will I See? Based on the story by Iskwé and Erin Leslie
May, a young teenage girl, traverses the city streets, finding keepsakes
in different places along her journey. When May and her kookum make
these keepsakes into a necklace, it opens a world of danger and
fantasy. While May fights against a terrible reality, she learns that there
is strength in the spirit of those who have passed. But will that strength
be able to save her? A story of tragedy and beauty, Will I See?
illuminates the issue of missing and murdered Indigenous women.
darobertson.ca

Author Biographies

S.M. Beiko

Scotiabank Teen Zone Stage 2:00 – 2:45 • Book Signing: 3:00 – 3:45

S.M. Beiko has been writing and drawing strange, fantastical things
since before she can remember. She currently works as a freelance
editor, graphic designer, and consultant and is the co-publisher of
ChiZine Publications and ChiGraphic. Her first novel, The Lake and the
Library, was nominated for the Manitoba Book Award for Best First
Book as well as the 2014 Aurora Award. Scion of the Fox is the first
book of the Realms of Ancient trilogy. Samantha lives in Winnipeg,
Manitoba. smbeiko.com

Paul Butler

Canadian Heritage Author Stage 1:00 – 1:45 • Book Signing: 2:00 – 2:45

Paul Butler is the author of nine novels, the most recent of which
is The Widow’s Fire (2017). His work has appeared on the judges’
lists of Canada Reads, the Newfoundland and Labrador Book Awards
shortlists, and he was on the Relit Longlist for three consecutive
years. Between 2003 and 2008, he won the annual Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador Arts and Letters Awards four times and
was subsequently invited to be first literary representative and then
chair on the Arts and Letters committee. He currently lives and SPONSORED BY
works in Lethbridge, Alberta.
paulbutlernovelist.wordpress.com

Lauralyn Chow

Canadian Heritage Author Stage 2:00 – 2:45 • Book Signing: 3:00 – 3:45

Lauralyn Chow was born, raised, and educated in Edmonton, Alberta.
Her first summer job was at a radio station, and she later worked
as the first in-house lawyer for the Calgary Board of Education. She
has a B.A. in Psychology, minoring in Sociology, and an LL.B. from
the University of Alberta. When she visits Hawaii, which she does
frequently, she is often mistaken for a local and once won an air
ukulele contest during the Aloha Festivals. She currently resides in
Calgary, Alberta. Paper Teeth, her first story collection, was released
September 2016. Paper Teeth is the winner of the Robert Kroetsch
City of Edmonton Book Prize, is shortlisted for the 2017 Alberta
Readers’ Choice Award and for Trade Fiction Book of the Year at the
2017 Alberta Book Publishing Awards, and was a finalist for the 2017
Georges Bugnet Award for Fiction at the 2017 Alberta Literary Awards
Shortlist.

Trevor Herriot

Canadian Heritage Author Stage 12:00 – 12:45 • Book Signing: 1:00 – 1:45

Trevor Herriot is an award-winning author and a naturalist. Married
with four children, Trevor and his wife, Karen, have a home in Regina,
Saskatchewan, and a small cabin in the Aspen Parkland prairie south
of Indian Head. trevorherriot.com
SPONSORED BY

Author Biographies

Clem Martini

Canadian Heritage Author Stage 11:15 – 12:00 • Book Signing: 12:00 – 12:45

Clem Martini is an award-winning playwright, novelist, and screenwriter
who has written for both adults and young people. A professor of drama at
the University of Calgary, he has over thirty plays and ten books of fiction
and non-fiction to his credit. His YA trilogy, The Crow Chronicles, has been
translated into six languages. His texts on playwriting, The Blunt Playwright
and The Greek Playwright, are used at universities across Canada.

Olivier Martini

Canadian Heritage Author Stage 11:15 – 12:00 • Book Signing: 12:00 – 12:45

Olivier Martini’s sketches, paintings, and prints have been displayed at the
Marion McGrath Gallery and Studio Three Gallery, published in Alberta
Views magazine, and were included as part of the Canadian Mental Health’s
Copernicus project. Olivier’s previous collaboration with his brother Clem,
Bitter Medicine: A Graphic Memoir of Mental Illness, was awarded the 2010
City of Calgary W.O. Mitchell Book Prize.

Monia Mazigh

Lethbridge Herald Author Stage 12:00 – 12:45 • Book Signing: 1:00 – 1:45

Monia Mazigh was born and raised in Tunisia and immigrated to Canada
in 1991. She was catapulted onto the public stage in 2002 when her
husband, Maher Arar, was deported to Syria where he was tortured and
held without charge. She campaigned tirelessly for his release.
SPONSORED BY
Mazigh holds a Ph.D. in finance from McGill University. She is the
National Coordinator of the International Civil Liberties Monitoring
Group. She has published a memoir, Hope and Despair, and her
novel Mirrors and Mirages was a finalist for the Trillium Book Award
in the original French. moniamazigh.wordpress.com

Caroline Pignat

Scotiabank Teen Zone Stage 3:00 – 3:45 • Book Signing: 4:00 – 4:45

Caroline Pignat is the award-winning author of seven YA novels. She is a
two-time winner of the Governor General’s Award (The Gospel Truth in 2015
and Greener Grass in 2009). Unspeakable, a Red Maple Honour book, was
also shortlisted for the 2015 CLA Young Adult Book Award and the Geoffrey
Bilson Award for Historical Fiction for Young People. A high school teacher,
she lives in Ottawa with her family. Her most recent book, Shooter, is on
the 2018 shortlist for the Alberta-based children’s reader’s choice Rocky
Mountain Book Awards. carolinepignat.com

Dream Write Publishing

A full service Alberta publishing
company offering emerging and
established authors: consultation,
editing, cover design, illustrations, book
layout, administration, sales reporting
and royalty payments, on-line and
social media marketing.

www.dreamwritepublishing.ca
Live Your Dream ~ Write Your Story

Visit our web site or email us today:
dreamwrite10@hotmail.com

David Poulsen

Scotiabank Teen Zone Stage 11:15 – 12:00 • Book Signing: 12:00 – 12:45

David A. Poulsen has been a broadcaster, teacher, football coach, and
actor, who spends eighty to one hundred days each year as a visiting
author in schools across Canada. He is the author of more than
twenty books, including Old Man, which was shortlisted for the Forest
of Reading White Pine award, and Numbers which won the Sakura
Medal in Japan. He lives in the foothills west of Claresholm, Alberta.
davidpoulsen.com

Tom Ryan

Able Dental Kids’ Corner Stage 1:00 – 1:45 • Book Signing: 2:00 – 2:45

Young adult and middle-grade novelist Tom Ryan will discuss his latest
novel, Pop Quiz, and will also discuss his experiences writing for and
about LGBTQ teenagers. Tom was born and raised in Inverness,
on Cape Breton Island. He has been nominated for the White Pine
Award, the Stellar Award and the Hackmatack Award, and two of
his novels were Junior Library Guild selections. He currently
SPONSORED BY
lives in Halifax, Nova Scotia, with his husband and their dog,
Wheeler. In the future, he would like to write more books, travel
the world and direct a feature film. For more information, visit
tomryanauthor.com

French Language Centre (FLC)

Now accepting

DELF-DALF

registrations for
the Fall session!

Registration: October 1 - November 1

Visit frenchlanguagecentre.ca today!
French Language Centre (FLC)
Department of Modern Languages
403-329-2338 | flc@uleth.ca
Centre
DELF-DALF
university of lethbridge

Author Biographies

Margriet Ruurs

Able Dental Kids’ Corner Stage 12:00 – 12:45 • Book Signing: 1:00 – 1:45

Margriet Ruurs is the author of many award-winning books for
children. She enjoys speaking about reading and writing to students
at schools around the world. Her adventures have taken her to
such countries as Myanmar, Pakistan, Laos, Tanzania and many
others. Margriet was born in The Netherlands but has been a
SPONSORED BY
Canadian for most of her life. She lives with her family on Salt
Spring Island, British Columbia. margrietruurs.com

Kevin Sands

Able Dental Kids’ Corner Stage 3:00 – 3:45 • Book Signing: 4:00 – 4:45

Since escaping from university with a pair of degrees in theoretical
physics, Kevin Sands has worked as a researcher, a business
consultant, and a teacher. He lives in Toronto, Canada. He is the author
of the award-winning and bestselling Blackthorn Key series.
kevinsandsbooks.com

SPONSORED BY

Ruby Slipperjack

Able Dental Kids’ Corner Stage 2:00 – 2:45 • Book Signing: 3:00 – 3:45

Ruby (Farrell) Slipperjack was born in Whitewater Lake, Ontario. She learned
traditional stories and crafts from her family. In the 1960s she attended a
Residential School in northern Ontario for most of a year, and later, high school
in Thunder Bay. She has written 5 novels for middle grade and teen readers:
Dog Tracks, Little Voice, Silent Words, Weesquachak, and Honour the Sun, and
indigenous story contributions to the Dear Canada anthologies Hoping for Home:
Stories of Arrival and A Time for Giving. Ruby lives in Thunder Bay, Ontario.

Dana VanVeller

Lethbridge Herald Author Stage 4:00 – 4:45 • Book Signing: 3:00 – 3:45

Dana hails from Sarnia, Ontario and moved to British Columbia in 2009 as the
result of a previous cross-Canada road trip. She holds a BA in Interdisciplinary
Studies from St. Stephen’s University, has spent time studying in South East
Asia and Europe, and is working towards a Certificate in Food Security from
Ryerson University. Prior to the launch of the blog FEAST: An Edible Road
Trip, she was a program administrator at an English school for immigrants
and refugees and authored the recipe blog, Spoon! While working on the
book, FEAST: Recipes and Stories from a Canadian Road Trip, she worked
at a vegetarian Mexican brunch place on Vancouver’s Commercial Drive, and
is now the Communications Manager for the restaurant. In between book
tours and events, she’s a freelance writer and communications consultant.
edibleroadtrip.com

S.G. Wong

Canadian Heritage Author Stage 4:00 – 4:45 • Book Signing: 3:00 – 3:45

SG Wong is the creator of the Lola Starke series of novels and of the Crescent
City short stories, written in the tradition of the hard-boiled detective genre, with
two-fingers’ worth of noir and a liberal sprinkling of magic and ghosts thrown in
for good measure. SG Wong has been a finalist for the Arthur Ellis Awards, in the
Best First Novel and Best Short Story categories, as well as a nominee for the
Whistler Independent Book Awards. Based in Edmonton, she is a member of the
Writers’ Guild of Alberta and Crime Writers of Canada, and currently serves as
President of the Canada West chapter of Sisters in Crime. sgwong.com

